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Abstract 
It is shown that the infiniteness problem of proof(a) is polynomial-space complete. The set 
proof(~) is the set of closed I-terms in p-normal form which has a as their types. The set is 
identical to the set of normal form proofs of a in the natural deduction system for implicational 
fragment of intuitionistic logic. 
A transformation of a type is defined by F(a)=(((b-+a)-+a)+b)--tb and applied as 
a deduction of the non-emptiness problem to the infiniteness problem. The non-emptiness is 
identical to the provability of a, which is polynomial-space complete (Statman, 1979). Therefore, 
the infiniteness problem is polynomial-space hard. 
To show the polynomial completeness, an algorithm is shown which searches I-terms of given 
type a. It is proved that the infiniteness is determined within the depth of 21a13, where the size 
Ial is the total number of occurrences of symbols in a. Thus, the problem is solved in polynomial 
space. Hence, the infiniteness problem is polynomial-space complete. The bound is obtained by 
an estimation of the length of an irredundant chain of scquents in type-assignment system in 
sequent calculus formulation. 
1. Introduction 
Our interest is in the structure of the set proof(~) of closed l-terms in B-normal 
form which has tl as their type. According to ‘terms-as-proofs’ correspondence [5], the 
set is identical to the set of normal form proofs of CI in the natural deduction system 
for implicational fragment of intuitionistic logic. When tl is in simple form, there is a 
simple description of the set. For example, when the degree’ of a is at most 2, the set 
is described as a context-free language [ 10-121. If we try to extend this description for 
general types, we obtain a context-free-like description with infinitely many symbols 
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and rules [lo]. It seems impossible to describe the set proof(~) as a context-free lan- 
guage. In fact, it is known that the complexity of non-emptiness of proof(a), which 
is equivalent to the provability of LX, is polynomial-space complete [9]. In this paper 
we show that the problem of infiniteness of proof(a) is polynomial-space complete. 
Thus, the problems of the infiniteness and the problem of non-emptiness have the same 
complexity. 
We shall prove the polynomial-space hardness in Section 2 by a deduction of the 
non-emptiness problem to the infiniteness problem. A transformation is defined by 
F(N) = (((b + CC) --f a) --) b) + b, where b is a type variable which does not occur in c(. 
We constructed the transformation from an example ((((a --f b) -+ a) -+ a) 4 b) 4 b by 
Mints2. It has infinitely many normal form proofs. Our transformation is a modification 
of this example. The transformation keeps the provability, i.e., CI is provable iff F(a) is 
provable. Moreover, when F(a) is provable then F(a) has infinitely many normal form 
proofs. This infiniteness does not depend on the number of proofs for u as long as c( 
is provable. Thus, the decision problem of a is deduced to the infiniteness problem of 
proof(F(a)). 
The polynomial-space completeness is shown in Section 3 by constructing an al- 
gorithm which searches A-terms of a given type. We analyze the depth of the search 
to tell the infiniteness. It is Ben-Yelles, who first studied the infiniteness problem3. 
He showed in [l] that proof is infinite iff there is a L-term M in proof(a) whose 
type-assignment contains a repetition. In [4], a bound of the depth was shown to test 
the infiniteness. Thus, the problem of infiniteness of the set is decidable. However, 
the bound in [4] was 21~12 1’1. Here the size lcl] of c( is defined as the total num- 
ber of occurrences of type variables and arrows in CC. In the present paper, we show 
that the infiniteness is determined within the depth of 21~1~. This depth is obtained 
by analyzing the length of chain of type-assignments that do not contain a repetition. 
We show that the length of such an irredundant chain is at most 1~1~. The algorithm 
works within this space bound. Hence, the infiniteness problem is polynomial-space 
complete. 
We assume familiarity with the basic notions in i-calculus [3] and in proof the- 
ory [8]. A set of types are constructed from type variables a, b,. . . by combining two 
types CI and b with an arrow --f obtaining a type (a + p). A type-assignment formula 
(TA-formula) is an expression M : a with an arbitrary l-term M and a type a. M is 
the subject of the TA-formula and CI is the predicate of the TA-formula. A sequent is 
an expression r F A4 : a where M : CI is a TA-formula and r is a set of TA-formulas 
xi .cLi,...,x, : a, whose subjects are distinct variables. The type-assignment system is 
’ Mints made this formula as a counter example to a problem by Komori [6]. This formula is essential in 
intuitionistic logic in the sense that it is not a non-trivial substitution instance of other provable formulas. 
Komori called such formulas minimal in intuitionistic logic. BCK-minimal formulas are defined similarly to 
BCK-logic. In [7], a bijection is shown between the set of pq-normal form BCK-proofs of BCK-formula u 
and the set of BCK-minimal formulas which generates a as a substitution instance. 
3 The problem of counting and enumeration of elements of proof(a) is treated in depth in [2]. 
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defined by the following axiom and the two inference rules: 
Tkx:a if x:&ET, 
TkM:c(+P TFN:LY ?c:a,rt-M:fi 
rkMN:/!I J-kAx.M:sr-t/3 
We assume that the subject of a TA-figure in each leaf is a variable. By proof’(a) 
we denote the set of closed A-terms M in p-normal form such that k M: LY is prov- 
able in the type-assignment system. The number of I-terms in the set is denoted by 
#P@?f(E). 
2. Polynomial-space hardness of infiniteness problem 
Statman proved that the decidability of a, which is equivalent to the non-emptiness of 
proof( is polynomial-space complete [9]. In this section we prove that the problem 
of infiniteness is polynomial-space hard. The proof is by a deduction of the non- 
emptiness problem into the infiniteness problem. 
Theorem 1. For a type LX, we put F(a) = (((b + r) --j a) ---f 6) + b where b is a type 
variable which does not occur in CC Then the following (a),(b)-(c) are equivalent: 
(a) #proof(u) > 0, 
(b) #proof(F(a)) >O, 
(c) #proof (F(a)) = co. 
Proof. (a) + (c). Consider the following TA-figure for z : M t ;ix .x( Ay . y(x( Lu .z))) : 
F(E): 
z:cI 
x:((b-tc)+E)-tb Au.2 : (b + a) -+ c( 
y:b+z x(;lu.z) : b 
y(x(k.z)) : a 
x:((b-tx)+cc)+b ;Ly.y(xAu.z)):(b-+X)---tM 
x(iy. y(x(Au.z))) : b 
If #proof > 0 then there is a closed l-term M such that t M : CL Replace the as- 
sumption z : a by the TA-figure for t M : M. Then we have a TA-figure for tLx.x(iy. 
y(x(Au.M))):F(a). Replace the subfigure x(2u.M): b by the TA-figure above x(1-v. 
y(x(2u.M))) : b. Then we have another TA-figure lx.x(;Ly. y(x(1.y’. y’(x(Au.M))))) : 
F(u). We can repeat this replacement infinitely many times. Thus, #proof (F(u)) = co. 
(c) j(b) is trivial. 
(b) + (a). Assume that #proof(F(a)) > 0. Then there is a closed A-term M such that 
t M : F(a). By a substitution b := a we have F(cr)[b := a] = (((c( 3 a) + a) + a) -+ CX. 
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Therefore, FM: (((a-+a)-+a)-,a)-+a. Hence, we have a closed I-term M(;lx.x 
(1y.y)) with the type CC 
y:cc 
x:(cx+c1)+rx /ly.y:a-tcc 
XGY-Y):g 
M:(((G1--,~)+Co-+Co+CI nx.x(;ly.y):((a--tcr)~a)~cc 
M(lx.x(iy.y)) : GI 
By normalization of this A-term, we have #proof(~) >O. 0 
By Theorems 4 and 1 we have the main theorem. 
Theorem 2. The problem of injniteness of proof (a) for given type IX is polynomial- 
space complete. 
Remark 1. The transformation F(a) = (((b---f a) -+ a) -+ b) + b is not the unique one 
which satisfies the equivalences in Theorem 1. We can construct another transformation 
G(a) = ( CI -+ b) -+ (b 4 a) + CI from a closed A-term Lxy .x( y(;lz .xz)) whose principal 
type-scheme is (a 4 b) + ((a + b) -+ a) -+ b by the following TA-figure: 
x:a+b z:a 
xz:b 
y:(a+b)-+a Iz.xz:a-+b 
x:a+b y(Az.xz) : a 
x(y(J.z.xz)) : b 
Ay.x(y(I.z.xz)) : ((a 4 b) + a) + b 
Ixy.x(y(Az.xz)) : (a -+ b) --f ((a --t b) --f a) --) b 
Note that the local assumption z : a is discharged at 2.~ .xz : a + b. If we do not discharge 
z: a and leave it until we reach the conclusion, we have the following TA-figure 
for Lxy.x(y(xz)): (a 4 b) -+ (b ---t a) + b. The term is not closed and (a + b) -+ (b --+ 
a) + b is not provable unless we use an assumption z : a. 
x:a-+b z:a 
y:b+a xz:b 
x:a+b y(xz) : a 
x(y(xz)) : b 
Ay .x(y(xz)) : (b --t a) + b 
z:a’rAxy.x(y(xz)):(a+b)+(b--ta)+b 
Thus, we obtain a transformation G(U) = (a + b) -+ (b A a) -_) CL 
3. Polynomial-space algorithm for infiniteness problem 
Statman did not give a direct polynomial-space algorithm for the non-emptiness 
of proof( He used a polynomial-space algorithm for modal logic &. We cannot 
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modify the algorithm to the infiniteness problem. We analyze the depth that guarantees 
the infiniteness. As Ben-Yelles suggests, the analysis of the infiniteness can be reduced 
to the analysis of repetition in the type-assignment figure. So we analyze the length of 
chain that does not contain any repetition. 
Definition 1. A chain in a TA-figure .?? is a sequence 
r, tlw,:c! ,,..., r,tM,:a, 
of occurrences of sequents such that ri+i t A4i+l : c(i+l is an upper sequent of rj t Mi : cq 
for i = 1,. . . , m - 1. The length of the chain is m. A thread is a chain such that 
ri t MI : cc1 is the end-sequent and I-,,, t M, : cc, is an axiom. The depth of 9, denoted 
by 191, is the maximal length of threads in 9. A k-repetition (k32) in a chain is a 
subsequence l-i, t--i, : tli,, . . . , ri, t Mi, : ai, such that Mi, , . . . , Mik are not J-abstraction4 
pred( ri, ) = . . . =pred(fik ) and ai, = . . = ctik, where pred(r) = {t 1 x: 5 E r}. A chain 
is irredundant iff it has no repetition. 
Definition 2. The size 1 al of a type cx is defined inductively by Ial = 1 for a type 
variable a and IU -81 =laI + IBI + 1. 
Lemma 1. Let M be a closed A-term in j-normal form and ~7 be a TA-jigure for 
FM : a. Then the length of any irredundant chain in 9 is not longer than 1~1~. 
Proof. It suffices to show that a chain contains a repetition if the length is longer 
than 1 a13. To prove it, assume that 97’ contains a chain rt t MI : ccl,. . . , r,,, k M, : a, 
with m > 1~1~. Firstly, consider a consecutive sequence Mq,Mq+l,. . . ,Mq+l_l of A- 
abstractions among MI,. . . , M, such that Mq_l and Mq+l are not A-abstraction. Since 
r,i-M,:a,,...,r,+ltM,+l : CQ+~ is a chain, they appear in 6ZJ’ as follows: 
r,tM,:a, 
b+l t&+l = AX2 . ’ .Xl_lXl.~~+[ : 12 -+ . . . + [,_, + [, + t = Clq+, 
r,tM,=~x,x2...x,_1x,.Mq+,:i, +12+ ... -+<,-, -+[l+~=as 
r, t-M, :c11 
tM:cc 
4 In the proof of Theorem 3, this condition guarantees that the constructed term is in j-normal form 
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Thus, I& has the form Mq = Jxtx2.. .xl__~xl.M~+l and the type a4 assigned to Mq has 
the form clq=[t+[2+ ... + (I_, + [, + 5. By the subformula property, c(~ = it -+ 
12+ ... + !,‘_I 4 [, + 5 is a subtype of a. Hence, I < 1~11. Since the length m of 
the chain is longer than lc113, there exist more than 1~11~ times of such consecu- 
tive sequences of I-abstractions. Note that the term next to the edge of each such 
sequence is not a A-abstraction. Therefore, the chain contains a subsequence of se- 
quents fi, t M;, : ai,, . . . , riK t Mi, : ctiK of length K > /MI 2 such that Mi, , . . . , Mi, are not 
l-abstraction. Then consider the number of distinct pairs of pred(ri, ) and ai,. Since 
the assumption set increases as we go up through an inference rule, it follows that 
pEd( ri, ) C pWd( rii, ) C . . . C pred(ri, ). By the subformula property, pred( ri, ) consists 
of subtypes of M. Therefore, the number of distinct pred(ri, )‘s is at most 1~1. Sim- 
ilarly, the number of distinct tli,‘s is at most 1~~1. Thus, the number of distinct pairs 
of pred(Ti,) and “ii is at most 1~11~. Since K > la12, the subsequence of the sequents 
l-i, t Mi, : ai,, . . . , riK t Mi, : C(iK contains a repetition. 
Recall that the depth 19’) of a TA-figure is the maximal length of threads in .9? 
Theorem 3. For any type CC, #proof (a) = CC iff there is a closed l-term M in p-normal 
form and a TA-Jigure P for 1 M: CI such that 1~11~ < 191 <2fa13. 
Proof. (Zf-part) Let 9 be the TA-figure which satisfies the conditions. From this TA- 
figure we construct a closed i-term M* Eproof(cx) such that size(M) <size(M* ). Here 
the size of a A-term M is the number of occurrences of variables and 1,‘s in M. Since 
I.9 > lc113, P has a 2-repetition r t R : 5 and A t S : 5 such that pred(r) =pred(A). Let 
9’1 and 93 be the subfigures for r t R : 5 and A t S : 5, respectively, 
M:a tM*:cr 
Firstly, remove the subfigure 9’1 from 9 and replace the occurrence of R as subterms 
which has the origin in the occurrence of R in r t R: 5 by S. Since S is not of 
the form nx.Q, this replacement does not yield a P-redex. Since pred(r) =pred(A), 
we can make a correspondence from the subjects of r, which are variables, to the 
subjects of A. According to this correspondence, rename each variable in r by the 
corresponding variable in A. At the root of this figure we obtain a closed lb-term M* 
in p-normal form which is similar to M except that the subterm R is replaced by S and 
that in the construction in M around R the names of variables are replaced. Finally, 
put 93 at the original position of 9’1. Thus, we obtain a TA-figure 9’* for EM* : a. 
Since R is a subterm of S, this replacement of R by S increases the size of the A-term. 
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Continuing this expansion, we can construct infinitely many A-terms with type c(. Thus, 
#proof (a) = 0;). 
(Only-if-part) If #proof (a) = cc then for any integer d there is a I-term M in proof (a) 
and a TA-figure 9 with EM : CI such that /Pp( >d. Let 9 be such a TA-figure for 
t- M : a for d = 2/a13. By Lemma 1, the length of an irredundant chain is at most 
Jzj3. Now consider the longest thread and let Z k S : (’ be the )a13-th sequent in the 
thread from the end-sequent k A4 : a. Since 191 >21a13, the depth of the subfigure above 
Z k S : [ is larger than 1~1~. Therefore, the thread contains a repetition A k R : t and 
r k Q : ( such that pred(r) =pred( A) and Q, R are not /2-abstraction. 
Replace 9.2 by 9’1 and rename the variables in A. Then the depth of the subfigure 
above C t- S : [ becomes shorter. We can continue this shrinking while the depth of the 
subfigure is larger than la13. If there are several threads of the same maximal length 
in 9, we apply the same procedure for all of them. Finally, we obtain a closed I-term 
M* and a TA-figure 9* for t-M* : a such that [aI3 < IP <2/a13. Since Q,R are not 
A-abstraction, these shrinkings do not create a p-redex. Hence, M* are in B-normal 
form. 
Theorem 4. Given a type a, we can decide the injiniteness of proof (a) in polynomial- 
space with respect to ja(. 
Proof. By Theorem 3, we can decide the infiniteness of proof (a) by searching a 
A-term in proof (a) and a TA-figure 9 with Ial < 191621a13. This search can be done 
by the search of a proof of a with the same depth in the following sequent calculus. 
Axiom: 
Inference rules: 
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Here the left-hand side of a sequent is a set of formulas. Since the l-terms being 
searched is in /?-normal form, the left upper sequent r t- o -+ y of (-+ E) cannot be a 
consequence of (-+Z). Hence, the structure of the proof figure that has (-+E) as the 
last inference has the following form: 
Therefore, the number of proofs of r t y with depth dd in this system is obtained by 
the following recursive program: 
f(rtYY,d)= 
f(rh1)+mL 
x f(r t (Ti, d - k - 1 + i), 
’ fu-w)+ crt, 
d > 1, y is atomic 
, 
0, 
I A: 
d<O 
d= 1,yer 
d=l,y$r 
xf(Ttai,d-k-l+i) 
~ +f(o,rtr,d - 1), d>l,y=aAr 
Here the summation is indexed by (~1 -+ . . . 4 ok -+ y in r. Therefore, there is a TA- 
figure 9 for t--M: GL with 1al3 < 19) <~Icx]~ iff f(t a,21crj3) - f(t a, (a13)>0. We can 
estimate the space complexity of the program as follows: Imagine that a recursive call 
f(r t y,d) is issued during the computation of f(F cr,2)a13) - f(t a, la13). Then the 
type y and any type in r are subtypes of a. The value of f(r t y, d) is determined 
by the values of f(rt-y,l), f(o,rt-r,d-1) (when y=(~+r) and f(Ttai,d - 
k)), . . . ,f(rhJk_l,d - 2), f(rhk,d - 1) such that (Ti-$ ... +k+yEr. Since 
fr,-+ ... + Ok + y is a subtype of a, we have k < Ial and the number of such for- 
mulas (~1 t . . + (Tk 4 y in r is at most Ia\. Therefore, the value of f(r F y, d) is 
determined by Ial * + 2 values. Since each of these values can be calculated separately, 
the space required for f(r F y, d) is estimated by d( Ia\* +2). Therefore, the calculation 
of f(t a,21a13)-f(l- 4 la13) re q uires only 2~a~3(~a~2f2). Hence, the problem is solved 
in polynomial-space. 
Remark 2. In [12], Zaionc constructed a system of polynomial equation given a type 
a and showed that #proof (a) is obtained as a fixed point solution of the equation. To 
reach the fixed point, we iterate the system of polynomial calculation. It is worth while 
investigating the relation between this number of iteration and the depth of proof in 
the present paper. 
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